
River Crossings 
 

Knowing when not to cross the river is as important as knowing how to safely cross a river. River crossings 

are where the majority of fatalities happen in the back country. 

There are three main causes of fatalities in the back country. 

 

1. Keeping to a schedule. No one in the group is prepared to wait and have a cup of tea or pitch a 

tent/tarp for the night while the river goes down. 

2. Pleasing other people. A dominant member of the group may persuade the others to cross, when the 

crossing is “iffy” and none of the others speak up about their concern at it being a dangerous crossing 

of the river. 

3. Fear and panic from a lack of training, experience and confidence. 

 

The pole method or using a rope was used a lot, years ago. A pole can snap, if you can find a suitable one, 

and the team does not link together as well as the modern Mutual Support Method. Using ropes gives no 

benefit and is dangerous. These methods are no longer recommended. 

 

The Mutual Support Method is very strong regardless of one’s size and can be used even if not carrying a 

pack. 

 

Mutual Support Method 

 

 
 

Always put your strongest tramper upstream in the number two position as your Anchor man (person in the 

white hat in the picture). Another strong person goes on the upstream side (in orange) so they take all the 

pressure of the river flow. They get massive support from the strongest tramper in the number 2 position. 

This is critical. Then arrange other members of the tramping party in the middle and your next strongest 

member downstream in the final position. 

 

 

 

 

 



Crossing the River  
 

Before crossing a river, you must decide whether you really do need to cross. Check your map as there 

may be a bridge which avoids a dangerous river crossing. It is better to do a large detour to a bridge than 

cross a river you are unsure about.  

 

Throw a small stick into the river, if you can keep pace with it walking along the bank then the river is 

safe to cross. If you have to run, to keep up with it, then you should be having second thoughts as to 

whether it is safe to cross.  

 

The group appoints an experienced river crossing team leader who is authoritative and will direct 

everyone across the river. The appointed leader can be in any position and the ideal number of people 

using the Mutual Support Method is 5 to 8 people. 

 

Undo your sternum strap, loosen your shoulder straps, and then with the tramper on your left, put your 

left arm between their back and backpack and hold on where the shoulder strap joins the waist belt. 

Repeat with the tramper on your right so all are holding very firmly onto the waist belts of their 

companions with both arms. This means the group becomes one unit. 

 

Look for a safe entry point into the river and more importantly a safe exit point on the other side, which 

will be downstream a little bit from your entry point. No point in crossing a river safely and then having 

to scramble up a bank or cliff on the other side, so make sure you have a safe way of getting out of the 

river after you have crossed. Beware of willows and tree roots that could entrap a tramper. 

 

Look for a safe retreat down stream of where you start your crossing in case you have to back (step 

backwards) out of the river. 

 

Keep your feet on the bottom, do not boulder hop and stay parallel with the current while taking small 

steps and moving slowly across the river, at a 45° angle. Allow the river current to take you downstream 

without fighting the force of the current. This is why you should always have a safe exit point on the 

other side, downstream of where you first enter the river. 

 

The strongest person, being up stream, is the only one who feels how strong the river current is, as the 

flow of water hits their legs and then goes around the rest of the team. If swept away, always float feet 

first downstream with your pack on your back and float on your pack. 

 

Lastly, beware of side streams which can be steep and the water flow can be very fast and strong with 

large boulders being washed down. 

 

Walking Poles  
 

When doing the Mutual Support Method walking poles will be in your backpack. However, if doing a 

solo crossing hold both poles together and put them in the riverbed upstream of your body. Walk across 

by doing first one step, a second step and then shift the walking poles and repeat. 

 

Gaiters 
 

When undertaking a serious river crossing remove gaiters and over trousers. Wearing gaiters is fine for a 

“splash through” and easy crossings. Gaiters can be washed off and massively increase the drag in a 

river and this must be avoided. 

 

 

 

 

 


